NOTES.
1. AVOID DISTORTION DURING COMPACTION SUCH THAT THE MINIMUM DIAMETRIC DIMENSION EXCEEDS 580.
2. ENDS OF CONDUIT TO BE TRIMMED NEATLY AND FREE FROM SHARP EDGES OR BURRS.
3. ADEQUATE DRAINAGE TO AN APPROVED OUTLET SHALL BE PROVIDED.
4. BASE ENTRY TO BE USED ONLY WHERE DEEP CONDUIT RUNS ARE REQUIRED.

MATERIALS REQUIRED PER PIT.
- CABLE PIER FORMER
- ACCESS COVER AND FRAME, WITH COVER SUITABLY INSCRIBED AS PER SPECIFICATION.
- HEAVY DUTY ORANGE OR WHITE CONDUIT AS REQUIRED.
- REINFORCEMENT RINGS, 750 daN and 900 daN, WIRE WITH EIGHT LEGATURE.
- CONDUIT JOINTING CEMENT, CRUSHED ROCK, CONCRETE, MORTAR ETC. AS REQUIRED.

SECTION X-X

COVER
FINISHED GROUND LEVEL
COVER AND FRAME TO BE ROUNDED.
FORMED CONCRETE MAY FINISH 50mm BELOW GROUND LEVEL FOR PAVING OR ASPHALT
REINFORCEMENT RINGS
SELECTED BACKFILL (COMPACTED)
SIDE ENTRY CONDUIT TO BE ALIGNED TO EASE CABLE RUNS, DEPTH OF COVER TO BE 500 MIN & 700 MAX.
CONDUIT ENTRY HOLES TO BE STOPPED WITH CEMENT MORTAR, ALTERNATIVELY CUT ACCURATELY WITH HOLE-SAW TO PROVIDE A SLIDING FIT
BASE OF CLASS 3, 20mm COMPACTED CRUSHED ROCK

STANDARD SIDE ENTRY

DEPTH AS REQUIRED
LARGE RADIUS BEND

BASE ENTRY
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